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Abstract--In the field of morphology the basic component are

 

the raw image and the subsequent reference image. Taking image 

recognition to the next level and introducing artificial intelligence 

in the process, in this paper we have explained the usage of line 

laser and camera

 

using empirical technique

 

to know the 

differences in the dimension of the object at nearly 1200 C 

temperature.
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I.

 

INTRODUCTION

 

Edge detection is the fundamental rule in image 
processing, machine vision and computer vision. Edge 
detection is the technique for a set of mathematical methods 
which identifies points in a digital image at which the image 
brightness changes sharply or, has discontinuities in the 
image. The points at which image brightness changes sharply 
or moderately are typically organized into a set of curved line 
segments termed

 

edges. It is basically categorized into two, 
search based and zero crossing.

 

A new method was supposed to be derived to checking the 
dimensions of an object forged as infrared or direct 
visualization is not possible due to high temperature of the 
object and the moving assembly line with numerous noises.

 

Empirical method is developed by rigorous experiments 
with the objects using “laser surface mapping” and “range 
based mapping”. This helps to know the dimensions of the 
object in two dimension. An efficient approach is presented 
for modeling 3D surface map of an object employing an un-
calibrated camera. Class II Line Laser helps in detecting 
object at high temperature. When the image is decomposed by 
bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition, the first result 
image has a very good characterization of edge or in this case 
difference in pixel values with the reference image. After 
extracting the edge pixels from the first IMF image by 
applying a suitable threshold value, the obtained edge image is 
as clear as the edge image by other methods.

 

Simulation 
results with real images demonstrate the efficacy of the 
proposed algorithm for edge detection.

 

Imabsdiff

 

is the tool which is used to check differences 
between two pictures taken from camera. After comparing the 
images with a reference image we get a maximum value of the 
differences between the pixels of the images which we had 
assumed to be of perfect dimension and to cent percent 
accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 1

 

Laser projection for reference coordination

 

 

The x-position of the laser line is determined by finding 
the column with the most intense measure of red light for each 
row. The distance between the camera and the laser line gives 
the x-coordinate for each y-coordinate.

 

This is an effective way to do it, because even if the laser 
angle is slightly inaccurate, it will cause an anamorphic 
transformation of the x-coordinates, which can be easily 
adjusted for later on. If the angle is slightly inaccurate, it will 
be offset by the same amount in each recorded image, which 
can be easily adjusted by the aforementioned anamorphic 
transformation of the x-coordinates.

 

     Deriving a generic algorithm for the ease of use in 
Matlab provides stability in construction of the system which 
is as follows,
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obj = videoinput('winvideo', n, 'RGB24_2304x1728'); 

xn=getsnapshot(obj); 

xn =rgb2gray(xn); 

cn=imabsdiff(n, n+1); 

zn = sum(sum(cn)) 

if (ma<zn) 

ma=  zn; 

End 

display(ma) 

obj = videoinput('winvideo', 1, 'RGB24_2304x1728'); 

i=getsnapshot(obj); 

i=rgb2gray(i); 

p=imabsdiff(i, xn); 

q=sum(sum(p)) 

disp('output:-') 

if q>ma 

disp('They have flaws and cannot be moved ahead in the 

assembly line') 

Else 

disp(„They are allowed') 

End 

 

Figure 2 Empirical Technique algorithm for checking the 

dimensions of object and displaying results 

II. ISSUSES 

The very first problem is the closed environment in a 
forging industry and moving assembly line with noises. A 
dark environment is created to project laser on red hot object 
which is recently forged. 

In order to simplify the task on experimental level and 
eliminating hazards of hot elements, we are using a notebook 
for our scanning process. The below image shows the same. 

 

Figure 3 Line laser projected on a book 

One major problem is measuring dimensions in 3-
dimensions, with this system one is only able to project results 
in 2-dimensions. If one needs to project results in 3-
dimensions he needs to deploy the system is twice in 
appropriate directions.

 

III.
 

ELUCIDATION
 

By not complicating the situation for the end user, a simple 
GUI model is developed in Matlab in which one simply needs 
to place captured images in the given space and can get results 
with simple clicks. The same is displayed in the below two 
figures. 

 

 

Figure 4

 

Structure of GUI model for ease
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Figure 5 GUI model used by an assembly line worker 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

With this technology we can use the simple edge detection 
technique with imposed artificial intelligence along with line 
laser and un-calibrated camera to know the dimension of a red 
hot forged object.  
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